ISO 7-1 / EN 10226-1

TAPERED PIPE THREAD IS DESIGNATED AS:

BSPT

GERMANY - DIN 2999

Rp
Internal Cylindrical/Parallel according to DIN 2999
(identical to ISO 228-1 internal G)
R
External Taper/Conical according to DIN 2999

BRITAIN - BS 21

Rc
Internal Taper/Conical British Standard Pipe Taper
R
External Taper/Conical British Standard Pipe Taper

JAPAN - JIS B 0203

Rc
Internal Taper/Conical Pipe (threads to mate with JIS R threads)
(PS being replaced with Rc as documents are revised)
R
External Taper/Conical Pipe Threads (threads are functionally interchangeable with
BSPT threads)
(PT being replaced with R as documents are revised)

ISO 228/1

PARALLEL PIPE THREAD IS DESIGNATED AS:

BSP or BSPP

GERMANY - DIN ISO 228/1

G
Internal/External Cylindrical/Parallel [R old DIN 259]
/Internal thread is identical to ISO7-1 internal Rp

BRITAIN - BS 2779

G
Internal/External Cylindrical/Parallel British Standard Pipe (Parallel)

JAPAN - JIS B 0202

G
Parallel Pipe Threads
(functionally interchangeable with BSPP)
(PF being replaced with G as documents are revised)

Others

KOREAN –

PF   KS B 0221 External/Internal Korean parallel pipe thread
PT   KS B0222 External taper pipe thread
General Shape for Parallel and Taper Pipe Thread

PARALLEL

TAPER 1:16